B Branch Track Upgrades 2023
Closure Dates: Monday, July 17 – Friday, July 28

Harvard Ave Traffic Details

1. Left turn from Cambridge Street onto Harvard Ave restricted to local traffic only.
2. Southbound Harvard Ave from Brighton Ave to Commonwealth Ave limited to buses and commercial deliveries only.
3. Northbound Harvard Ave parking limited to delivery, pick-up, and drop-off only.

Expanded bus stop on curb of Harvard Ave southbound between Glenville Ave and Commonwealth Ave.

Boston University Police (BUPD) and Boston Police (BPD) details to enforce restriction at Brighton Ave at Harvard Ave.

Eastbound bike detour via Malvern St, Gardner St, and Babcock St to Commonwealth Ave.

Traffic Signals will be monitored throughout the diversion and adjusted if necessary.

Signage will be placed at key intersections to communicate new traffic patterns and preferred detour routes.

This detour will allow for track replacement at multiple locations along the B Branch. During the diversion, over 50 MBTA buses and shuttles will be using the southbound lane of Harvard Ave every hour. This detour will help keep transit and traffic moving during these essential track upgrades.

Stay Connected

- We will monitor noise and respond to noise complaints received on the hotline: (617) 222-4100
- You can also email questions anytime to GLT@MBTA.com and check the project webpage for updates at mbta.com/GLTrack
- To learn more about the Green Line Transformation program, please visit www.mbta.com/GLT and subscribe to our weekly email updates at https://bit.ly/glt_eblast